Fox Valley Sports Car Club
Ice-Rally Procedures
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Registration and Practice opens at 9:00am. Drivers Meeting is at 10:30am.
No practice laps unless there is a starter manning the post.
If you catch up to someone: passing is not allowed. Do not follow too closely.
If you get stuck or have to stop on the track for whatever reason:
a. ---Flashers on
b. ---Do not get out of your car until the next car or rescue car has come to
a stop behind you. Then you may do what is necessary to get going
again.
If you come up to a car stuck or stopped on the track for whatever reason: --Park behind the stopped vehicle. Flashers on. Do not get out of your car unless
you are sure the car following can clearly see your situation.
a. ---If it is safe to get out of your car then provide assistance.
b. ---If you cannot provide assistance wait until the rescue vehicle shows
up at the scene.
c. ---Basic rule if you are in this situation. Do not pass the stopped vehicle
and continue. You will be expected to provide assistance or wait until
the rescue vehicle shows up.
If you leave the track for any reason - before returning to the track. Make sure
you have a clear line of sight and are sure that there are not any cars coming
up to you on the track before returning to the track.
These procedures apply to practice and timed runs.
Please try to avoid the cones especially in practice. This makes for really long
delays. A DNF will be assessed for each cone hit. If you hit a cone do not stop
to pick it up.
If you are a 2 or more driver car, BE SURE the number on your car represents
the driver. Please make sure its visible to the timing car as you pass through
the finish.

Thank you for coming!
www.fvscc.com

